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Georgia Library Association
COMO Scholarship Raffle

The annual Georgia Library Association (GLA) Scholarship Raffle, held at the 28th annual GaCOMO Conference in Athens, Georgia, was another huge success!

Thanks to the generosity and diligent efforts of donors, volunteers, and COMO attendees, a total of $4,711.21 was raised for the C. S. Hubbard and Charles E. Beard Scholarship awards.

The scholarship committee is especially grateful to Elizabeth McKinney and those who participated in the T-Shirt Booster Campaign for the 6th Annual Pat Carterette Memorial 5k Run/Walk. Funds from this event were added to the total amount raised in the scholarship raffle.

Not included in the COMO total is over $1,000 raised by Oscar Gittemeier from calendar sales that was donated to the scholarship fund.

Thank you GLA members for assisting future Georgia librarians in reaching their educational goals!